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I have a bunch of softwares at home (10, at least), so I
can continue to use them for a long time. I can

manage to keep Visual Studio 2019 at home and at the
office/office lab, but I worry for the Visual Studio 2010

setups, since my current office is not capable of
hosting installations of MSDN Subscriptions (which are
really required to have Visual Studio installed online).
To be honest, I do not want to know, but since I need
to pay for it, I have to see what Microsoft does with all
those versions going back to 2005. I did not knew that

installing the Visual Studio 2012 Shell was such an
important and risky job. On 2012 servers it must be
installed, but also the server must be upgraded to a
specific point and the Add-ons must be installed as

well. The add-ons are creating the confusion (I thought
all the add-ons could be installed on any Windows

Server Instance). You can sign in with the Visual Studio
Shell once you have installed it. The following image
shows you how. Also, you should refer to http://msdn.

microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181102(VS.100).aspx to
find out what APIs are available to you. Microsoft

Windows (32 bit) is built using the Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 Shell (Isolated). The following list specifies
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what the 32 bit and 64 bit versions of Visual Studio
2010 Shell (Isolated) can install and uninstall. It would
be nice if Microsoft provided a centralized, public page
with the downloads that VSX developers may require

to develop and test extensions (Visual Studio
SDKs,.NET Framework SDKs, Visual Studio Shells,

Community editions, etc.) and, very important, from
the current Visual Studio version going back to Visual
Studio 2005 and.NET Framework 2.0. Not everyone
wants or can use the latest bits. I keep a couple of

hard disks at home and at my basement with all the
required Visual Studio versions, Visual Studio SDKs,
Windows SDKs,.NET Framework SDKs, Windows OS

versions, etc. fearing that they would disappear from
the web some day (which certainly is happening with
the shells). And now that Microsoft uses web-based
installers for Visual Studio with no.iso file provided, I
am even afraid that my Visual Studio 2017 installer

wont work in a few years, so I have to create an offline
installer.
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if your computer has an internet connection, the
software will automatically download and install
microsoft products that are needed to install the

software. please refer to your product licenses for
information about microsoft products. when i want to
download and install vs2010 shell, i get the following
error message: "an error occurred while downloading
"" details: "" the file "" cannot be opened. there is no
application compatible with this file. try the operation

again with the application you originally wanted to
open the file with.". but when installing, it gives me an

error message that says: "an error occurred while
downloading details: ""the file "vs.desktop.shell.msi"
cannot be opened. there is no application compatible

with this file. try the operation again with the
application you originally wanted to open the file with."

if there are multiple version(s) of 'microsoft visual
studio 20xx shell (isolated)' installed, then repair the
latest one first, working backwards through versions

until the correct program is repaired. be sure to make
a note of the version that fixed your version of sql

server for future reference as it will not change until
smss or vs is upgraded. building an ssms setup

package is a complex process requiring knowledge of
msi files, wix, and many other things. a few years ago i
decided to automate the entire process and create a

visual studio extension that does the whole thing.
unfortunately, the vs extension is a bit of a hack. you
have to modify the registry and you have to put the

files in a specific location. 5ec8ef588b
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